Interval mapping for loci affecting unordered categorical traits.
Many traits including shapes and colors of flowers, fruits and seeds in plants, as well as coat colors and some behavioral properties in animals, are recorded in discrete categories. If categories are ordered, genetic analyses of the categorical traits are often performed using the threshold model, which considers a latent continuous variable, called the liability, underlying a trait and assumes the monotonic relationship between the phenotype and the liability. In some categorical traits, however, descriptions of phenotypes are purely nominal and the phenotypic scores cannot be ordered. The threshold model is unreasonable for the analyses of such unordered categorical traits. In this study, we developed a method for interval mapping of loci affecting unordered categorical traits with more than two categories. The probability of the phenotype of an individual falling in each of the categories was expressed by a polychotomous logistic model, in which the log-odds for each category relative to the reference category were assumed to follow a linear model including genotype at a locus affecting a trait as covariate. Based on the model, the interval mapping using a maximum likelihood method was devised for the analysis of complex categorical traits described with unordered categories. We confined ourselves to the case of F2 populations derived from a cross between two inbred lines, although this approach can easily be extended to the analyses for other populations of general structures. As results of analyses of simulated data show, the method showed high efficiency in detecting the loci affecting unordered categorical traits.